BAT Database Operations
•

This document provides a definition of county and vendor
responsibilities as well as a guide for the proper use of the database.
Please note, this database is only compatible with Internet Explorer.
Do not use any other web servers as it may not save all of the work
users have put forth.

Vendor Responsibilities:
Vendors are responsible for the initial entry of all BAT installations in
the database. Including all funded systems and non funded systems.
Steps 1 through 14 detail how to properly add a BAT installation to
the database. Installations must be entered into the database no
later than 30 days after the install date.
Vendors that also perform service are required to update service
contract information for every property to which they provide
service. Vendors who do not perform this task in a satisfactory
manner will be removed from the BRF program.
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BAT Database Operations
County Responsibilities:
Counties are responsible for quality control checks of the
installations that have been entered by the vendors. Counties are to
ensure that the information listed is accurate. Counties must provide
information on critical area and property owner name if this
information was not known by the vendor at the time of entry.
Counties are responsible for entering any BRF-funded public sewer
connections, following steps 1-14 , within 30 days of the
construction completion date.
Counties must ensure that all information in the database is up to
date and accurate. Counties have until the 5th of every month to
ensure that the installations from the previous month are accurate.
These quality control checks will take the place of the monthly
reporting that was previously given to MDE. Any county that does
not complete this task in a satisfactory manner will have HB12
funding withheld.
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Section 1: Vendor Responsibilities
Steps 1-14
Entering a BAT Installation
Step 1: The vendor creates the installation profile using the
module.

Step 2: Enter the property address, city, zip code, and county.
Click
. Please make sure to spell out words like Road,
Street, Lane etc. when entering addresses.
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Step 4: Select the Owner Type and Property Type.

Step 5: Ensure that First Name and Last Name are entered and
correct. Other information in this section is optional. Phone
number is useful for future use.
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Step 6: Any Comments on Property owner can be entered here.
For example, a secondary owner name. Click

Step 7: If mailing address is different from the installation
address, deselect
and enter the mailing address.
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Step 8: If the mailing address is the same as the property address,
simply click
to auto-populate the mailing address field
with the property address information. Click
again to
save.

Step 9: Optional information. Here you can add any address
comments (gate code, call homeowner, BAT location, etc.) if
you find them helpful. You can also enter Parcel ID info or
site issues. Click
when finished.
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Step 10: Enter Start-Up date , Critical Area, and Technology
type. If the system has not yet been started up, leave that
field blank.
Step 11: Fill out New Construction, BRF Funded,
And Reason for Installation. Add other information if
available. Note: County users must also select Vendor.
Step 12: Select the Install Date and add any further
comments or details you deem important. Select the
Installer from the list.
Step 13. Ensure that all information is complete and
accurate. Click
when complete.
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Step 14: You should see the text “Installation added
successfully”. You will then be able to
or return to the main screen.
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Section 2: County Responsibilities
(Levels I, II, and III)
Counties are responsible for entering information that may
not be available to vendors at the time of install. This
information includes but is not limited to Critical Area,
reason for Installation, BRF Funded, and homeowner name.
Counties are also responsible for checking the installation
details for accuracy.

Step 1: Begin by clicking
to run a query for the
an individual installation or to query a monthly report.
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Step 2, Individual Installation: Enter search criteria- in this case,
“123 Test Entry Road” and click

Step 2, Monthly report: For monthly reporting, query by install
date, using the first and last dates of the previous month.
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Step 3: Verify that all information for each of the previous month’s
installations is complete and correct. If any information needs to be
added or changed, use the appropriate button for that task. For
detailed instructions, refer to the “General Use” section of this guide.
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General Use
This section provides a general overview for tasks that may be
performed by all database users.

Adding or Editing Information to a BAT Installation

Step 1: Click
and run a query for the particular
Property, in this case “123 Test Entry Road” (example only). Then
click
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This is the “BAT Installation Details” page from which all editing
and additions take place. To add or edit any of the above
information, use the button corresponding to the section you
wish to edit or change. See the following pages for examples.
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Updating Owner Information

From the “BAT Installation Details” screen, click
next to the
words “Owner Name,” then click
Then, you will
be able to edit any of the fields in this section. *Important* Click
when finished.
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Updating Address Information

From the “BAT Installation Details” screen, click
next to the
words “Property Address,” then click
You will then
be able to edit anything in this section. * Important* Click
when finished .
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Updating Installation Information
From the “BAT Installation Details” screen, click
Then you will be able to edit anything in this
Section.* Important* Click
when finished .
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Service Contracts
1. When you have a new service contract with a homeowner, you
can enter the contract service dates into the database for
compliance tracking. Click

2. Begin by querying the address you want to add a contract on.
You do not need to enter the entire address, simply enter the
house number and the first name of the street name. For
example, 123 Test.
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Service Contracts, continued
3. If the property exists in the database, it will show up in the results
box above the address entry form. Click on the address to open the
property’s profile.

4. Once you’re on the property’s profile page, you can enter the
contract’s beginning and end dates, the service provider’s name, and
any additional comments you would like to track.
When finished, click
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Service Contracts, continued
5. You will then see the text “Service Contract added
successfully” at the top of the screen. From here you can click
I
if
you have another entry to add or you can return to the main
screen.
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Service Contract, continued

Alternatively, you can add a new contract or update/remove a
current contract using the appropriate button at the bottom of
“BAT Installation Details” screen.
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Running Queries

The gray buttons on the main screen represent the various query
options. Below is a brief summary of their uses.
Properties: Allows you to search all properties, including those
that do not have a BAT installed
BAT Installations: Allows you to search for all BAT systems using a
variety of different search options
BAT Installations By Owner: Searches BAT installations by owner name
Service Visits: Allows you to search all past service visits
Addresses: Allows you to search all addresses
Comments: Searches all comments from BAT Installations and service
visits
BAT Installations with no service: Shows all BAT systems that have not
been serviced in the past 12 months
Totals By: Shortcut that provides numbers of BAT systems by county,
vendor, and technology
Visit Status Unacceptable: Provides a list of installations that are
deemed to be unacceptable for any given reason
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